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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a C” manifold of dimension m and let $: M x lFP -+ M be a con- 
tinuous flow on M. We consider the question, posed by Hajek in [6], of the 
existence of a Cm flow (CI on M that is topologically equivalent to + (we say that + 
and 1,4 are topologically equivalent if there is a homeomorphism of M that takes 
orbits of (b onto orbits of $, preserving the natural orientation of the orbits). It 
is known that considerable restriction must be placed on 4 in order to guarantee 
the existence of #. For example, the nonergodic flows on the two-dimensional 
torus described by Denjoy [4] (cf. also [8, Chap. 71) are Cl, but not equivalent to 
even Cr flows. In this case the reason is the existence of an exotic minimal set; in 
fact, Schwartz proves in [16] that if a flow 4 on a compact 2-manifold M has a 
proper minimal set other than a periodic orbit or rest point, then 4 is not 
equivalent to a c2 flow on M. Since the Denjoy examples can be embedded in 
flows on any manifold of higher dimension, some restriction must be placed on 
the nonwandering set of 4. Also, in dimensions higher than three, there exist 
completely unstable flows (i.e., flows with ~to nonwandering points) that are not 
smoothable. Chewning [3] gives an example of a completely unstable continuous 
flow on R4 that is not equivalent to any Cl flow. Similar examples, which we 
describe briefly, exist in all higher dimensions: it is proved in [l l] that, for each 
n > 4, there is a space X, that is not locally Euclidean at any point, but with 
X, x UP E BP. The flow $,, defined on UP by 
&8((? q, 4 = (z, t + s) (x E x,; s, t E W) 
has an empty nonwandering set, but cannot be equivalent to even a Cl flow. 
To see this, observe that the orbit space lP/+ of a flow + on lP (the set of orbits 
of 4 with the finest topology in which the natural projection 7~ UP -+ lFP/+ is 
continuous) is an invariant of the topological equivalence class of 4. The orbit 
space of a completely unstable Cr flow on lFP is known to be locally (YZ - l)- 
Euclidean, while lR”/+n N X, is not. 
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In the opposite direction, very little seems to be known. Kaplan proves in [9] 
that, on R2, any completely unstable flow (equivalently, flow without critical 
points) is smoothable. Our results generalize this to arbitrary manifolds of 
dimension m < 3, and relax somewhat he restriction on the nonwandering set. As 
the preceding examples show, such a result is not possible for dimensions m > 4. 
If we further restrict the given flow 4 to admit local cross sections homeo- 
morphic to EP-l, we avoid the difficulty indicated in these examples, and we can 
gain one more dimension: If (b is a completely unstable, locally trivial continuous 
jlow on the topological 4-manifold M, then there is a C” structure on M with 
respect to which # is C”. The analogous result fails for m 3 6. In fact, we prove 
that the problem of smoothing a locally trivial, completely unstable flow 4 on M 
is equivalent to the problem of smoothing the nonseparated manifold M/4. It 
is known that, in each dimension a > 5, there are (Hausdorff) m-manifolds that 
do not admit any C’” structure (this follows from results stated in [IO]), and if N 
is such a manifold, it follows that the “natural” flow on N x IP cannot be 
smoothable. The remaining case (m = 5) appears to be quite difficult, since we 
encounter the still unresolved question of the existence of a C” structure on an 
arbitrary 4-manifold. 
In each of these results the main difficulty is in passing from CO to Cl. In fact 
if we begin with a completely unstable Cl flow on a Cm-manifold M, we prove 
that it is equivalent to a Cm Aow on M, with no restriction on dimension. (This 
is the analog of the well-known fact that any maximal Cl atlas on a manifold 
contains a Cm atlas.) 
2. THE ORBIT SPACE OF A COMPLETELY UNSTABLE FLOW 
Throughout this section M will denote a topological manifold of dimension m 
(a Hausdorff space with a countable basis of open sets, each homeomorphic to 
EP). If 6: M x R1 --f M is a continuous flow on M and x E M, we define J+(x) 
(following Ura [17]) to be the set of limits of sequences {+(xn , t,)}, where (x~} 
converges to x and (tn} tends to infinity. We say that x is nonwandering if 
x $ J+(X), and denote by a($) th e set of nonwandering points of 4; if sZ($) = @ 
we say that 4 is completely unstable. 
If 4 is a completely unstable flow on M, then it is known that through each 
point x E M there is a local section S of 4, such that S * R1 = (4(x, t) 1 s E S, 
t G FP} is an open subset of M homeomorphic with S x (wr under (the inverse of) 
the restriction of 4 (see [l, Theorem 2.12, p. 521). The examples mentioned in 
the Introduction show that S need not be locally (m - I)-Euclidean. If, however, 
through each point of M, there is a local section homeomorphic with P-i, we 
say that 4 is locally trivial. In this case the orbit space M/#I of 4 has a countable 
basis of open sets each homeomorphic to IR +I; it need not satisfy any separation 
properties. We refer to such a space as a nonseparated (m - I)-manifold. 
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The notion of a C* structure on a nonseparated n-manifold N may be defined 
just as in the case of Hausdorf? manifolds; viz.,’ an atlas {U, , &} of C4j related 
charts on N (here each & is a homeomorphism of the open set U, G N onto an 
open subset of 5P, NC U, U, , and for each pair of indices ty and /3, & 0 1/1,’ is 
Cm). For our purposes it is not convenient to require that the atlas be maximal. 
Our first result reduces the problem of smoothing a continuous flow on an 
m-manifold to that of smoothing a nonseparated (m - I)-manifold. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a (Huusdorfl) topological m-manifold and let 
4: M x R1 - M be a completely unstable continuous JEow on M. Then M can be 
given a Ca structure with respect to which 4 is Cm ;f and only if M/4 can be given the 
structure of a Cm nonseparated (m - 1) manifold. 
Proof. If $ is Cm with respect to some Cm structure on M, then Ml+ is a C” 
nonseparated manifold by Theorem 3 of [12]. 
We prove the converse. We may assume that we have a Cm atlas {(U, , d,)} 
(n E Z+) on M/+ that satisfies the following condition: for each n E Z+, there is a 
lifting 1,: U, -+ M (i.e., p o 1, = 1) such that the restriction of $ defines a 
homeomorphism of Z&U,) x R1 onto p-‘( 177%) (here p: M+ M/q3 denotes the 
natural projection). Then, if U, n U, # o , there is a real valued function dnnz 
defined on Un n U, as follows. For x E U, n U,, there is a unique time 
dnm(z) E UP such that 
Note that d,, is continuous; if d,, is Cm we say that 1, and 1, are Cm related. 
We want to choose a collection {In> of lift&s that are pairwise Cm related. For 
suppose that this has been done; we show that then there is a Cm structure on M 
with respect to which 4 is 15’“. Define charts (IV, , &J on M as follows. Let 
W, = p+(U,) and define &: W, + a,(U,) x W C R” by: &(x) = (a,+), t) 
if and only if &lnp(x), t) = x. Since 4: l*( U,) x R1 -+ W, is a homeomorphism 
we see that $I,, is a homeomorphism. If U, A U, # o then &, 0 #;, is Cm; 
in fact, 
An 0 K’(x, t> = (wG’(4, t - dn,,$(~)). 
Finally, 4 is C” with respect to the resulting Cm structure, for, in terms of the 
local coordinates defined by (W, , &J, 4 is just the translation: 4(x, t) = x + t. 
It remains to show that we can choose the Z, to be Cm related. Suppose, by 
induction, that we have already chosen C” related liftings lI ,..., 1, . Let 
fk = Unq -+ M, (k < n) be a continuous lifting of p, and suppose, by a second 
induction, that fk is now Cm related to lI ,..., lk . Let V, = U, u ... u U, , 
let V = Vk n Unfl , and let U = U,,, n U,,, . Then U u V is homeo- 
morphic to an open subset of Iwn-l. In U v V, aU n V and U - V are disjoint 
closed subsets (here a denotes boundary, in this case, in U u V). Let N bc a 
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neighborhood of aU n V such that the closure R of N (in U u V) is disjoint 
from U - V’. Let N,, be a neighborhood of w with g,, disjoint from U - I/. 
We now define several real-valued functions on U: Suppose that 
(1) u: U -+ [O, l] is a Cm function that is 0 on N n U and 1 off N,, r\ 7J; 
(2) 6: U-t (0, CO) is a continuous function that satisfies the condition: 
for each E > 0, there is a compact set K C_ U such that 61~~) < G for all x E U - K; 
(3) d = U+ lf’P is the time alongp-l(x) fromf,JX) to ZR+i(3c); viz., d(x) is 
defined by the condition +(f&v), d(x)) = Z,+r(x); 
(4) d’: U -+ R1 is a Cm &approximation to d, 
(5) d”: U + Iw’ is defined by d”(x) = (1 - u(x)) d(x) + u(x) d’(x). Note 
that d” is C” on U, d” = d on N, and that d” is a b-approximation to d. Now 
define 
fk+&) = 4(flcb% 44 - d”(x)) x E u, 
= f&> x E u,,, - u. 
Then ftfl is a continuous lifting of p and we have 
4(fk+d4> d”(4) = ~Wd4~44 - d”W), d”(4 
= +(ficW, 44) = b+k% 
sofi~+~ and b, are Ccc related. Also, for i < k, X+i and lj are C” related. For if 
x E V - U then fk+l = fk on a neighborhood of x. If x E U, then fk+l is C” 
related to I,,, , and hence to Zj also. 
This completes the secondary induction, so we may assume that there is a 
lifting Z,,, = fa that is Cm related to each of Z, ,..., I, . It then follows, by the 
primary induction, that we can construct the desired collection (In}. 
If M has a given Cm structure 8, the structure constructed in Theorem 1 
need not be diffeomorphic to B. However, if $ is at least Cl then the constructed 
structure may be taken to be diffeomorphic to @‘; this is proved in Section 4. 
Here we prove a preliminary result that requires an additional restriction. 
Suppose that + is a completely unstable flow on M that is Cl with respect to 9. 
Let g denote the Cl structure induced on M/+ by g [12, Theorem 31. We say 
that a C” structure d on M/g5 is c1 compatible with g if $-l and Z3a-l are Cl for 
each (U, a) Ed and each (V, fi) E 8. We then have: 
LEMMA. Let (b be a completely unstable ClfIow on the Cm manifold (M, GY), let 
g be the induced Cl structure on M/+ and suppose that there is a Cm structure d on 
M/q5 that is c1 compatible with 8. Then there is a C” structure GY on M such that 
+ is Cm with respect to d and (M, 02) is Cm dtjjfeomorphic to (44,589). 
Proof. Supposed = {(U, , a,)}. We construct the structure a = {(IV, , &J} 
on M by a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 1. First note that it 
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suffices to construct the liftings I,,: U,, -+ (M, 9) to be Cl embeddings trans- 
verse to +. For then the charts #n: (W, ,9I I) --f [w” are Cl diffeomorphisms so 
that 02 is Cl compatible with g’, and hence Cm diffeomorphic to @ (by [14, 
Corollary 4.51). So we assume that Zr ,..., 1, already satisfy the required conditions 
and construct l,,, . Assume further that, for some K < n, we have a Cl 
embedding fk: U,,, --+ M that is transverse to 4 and C” related to lr ,..., 1, . 
Then (using the notation of the proof of Theorem 1) d: U -+ [WI is Cr. It follows 
from [14, Theorem 4.21 that there is a Ccc mapping d”: U + [wr with d” = d 
on m n u and such that the mapping 
d(x) = (d - d”)(x) XEU 
= 0 x E u,,, - u 
is Cl. Define fk+l: U,,,, - M by fk+&) = +(f&), 44); then ft+l is a Cl 
embedding transverse to + and is C” related to Zr ,..., &+r . The lemma now 
follows by induction. 
3. C* STRUCTURE ON NONSEPARATED MANIFOLDS 
In this section we show that an arbitrary nonseparated manifold of dimension 
m < 3 admits a C” structure. The proof depends on a strong form of the 
Hauptvermutung that is true for m < 3, and does not extend to higher 
dimensions. 
THEOREM 2. Any nonseparated m-manifold, with m < 3, admits a C= structure. 
Proof. Let {(U,, , fn)} be a Co atlas for the nonseparated m-manifold M. We 
want to adjust the homeomorphisms fs to new homeomorphisms g, that are 
P-related; we will keep domain (g,) = domain (f,J. Suppose by induction that 
we have already obtained g, , . . . , g, so that, for i, j < n, gi 0 g;’ is a C” diffeomor- 
phism. We want to replace fe+l with a homeomorphism g,,,: U,,, --f fn+l( U,,,) 
that is C” related to g, ,..., g, . 
Let U = fn+l(Un+J C IFP and let h = f ;$r: U + U,,, . Assume that, for 
some K = 0, l,..., n - 1, we have already adjusted h to a homeomorphism 
h,: U--t U,,,, satisfying: (K) gi 0 h, is a Cm diffeomorphism for i < K. We will 
show that we can replace h, with a homeomorphism h,,,: U -+ U,,, that 
satisfies (k + 1). By iteration we can construct h, satisfying (n), and we may take 
g n+l = h;‘; Theorem 2 then follows by induction. 
For the construction of h,,, , define 0, = h,‘( U, u .*. u U,) and O,,, = 
h;1(7Jk+l). In the open subset 0 = 0, u O,,, of I%‘“, Ok+l - 0, and 
aO,+, n 01, are disjoint closed sets (here a denotes boundary with respect to 0). 
Hence, there is a neighborhood P of PO,,, n 0, with P (closure in 0) disjoint 
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from O,,, - 0, , and a neighborhood P, of P with ps disjoint from O,,, - 0, . 
Now let Q = P n O,+r and Q,, = p,, f~ Or+r; let u: O,,, -+ [0, l] be a C” 
function satisfying 
U(P) = 1 PEO 
= 0 P E Owl- So. 
Let t E (0, 1) be a regular value of u; set B = u-.l(t) and N = U-l([O, t]). Then N 
is a Cz m-manifold with boundary B and Ok+, - 0, is contained in the interior 
of N. 
We will define A,+, in such a way that it agrees with h, off the interior of N. 
It is easier to work directly with the homeomorphism 
1 = gk+lo h, I ok+1 : %+I- UP 
(cf. Fig. 1). We will adjust 1 to a diffeomorphism I’: O,,, + Z(O,+,) and then 
define h,,, b y 
&+1(P) = &&4 PI P E Olc,I 
= MP) P~u--lc+l’ 
FIGURE 1 
To ensure that hk+l is a homeomorphism it suffices to construct E’ to be a 
S-approximation to 1, where 6: O,,, -+ (0, co) is a continuous function with the 
property that, given 6 > 0, there is a compact subset C Z OL+i , with 8(p) < E 
for all p E Ok+, - C. It is then easy to check that h,+l satisfies (k + 1) (using 
the fact that h,+l = hk off the interior of N). 
There remains only the problem of approximating the homeomorphism 
1: (AC+1 + E(Okfl) with a diffeomorphism 1’ that agrees with 1 off the interior of N. 
We first approximate 1 with a PL homeomorphism, then approximate this PL 
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homeomorphism with a diffeomorphism. Let h = 11 N, note that there is a neigh- 
borhood K,, C N of B on which the ‘restriction of X is already a diffeomorphism 
(because B C 0, , and for each x E 0, there is some i < K with x E h,‘( UJ, so that, 
on some neighborhood of X, h is given by (g,+i 0 gL1) 0 (gi 0 he)). Now there is a 
“collar” neighborhoodK CK, of B that is diffeomorphic to B x [0, l] by a diffeo- 
morphism that takes BontoB ~{0)[14,Theorem 59].DefineB’=h(B),K’=h(K), 
and N’ = h(N). There is a Cm triangulation of K; this induces a Cm triangulation 
of K’ under X, and X is a combinatorial equivalence of the two triangulations. By 
Whitehead’s theorem [18] (cf. [13, Theorem Wl, and the remark at the bottom 
of p. 3]), the resulting triangulations of B x (1) and B’ x (1) extend to Cg; 
triangulations of N and N’, respectively. We may now find a piewise linear 
homeomorphism X,: N -+ N’ that is a S-approximation to X and that agrees with 
X on K: for m = 3, this is Theorem 9 of [2]; for m = 2 we require a slight 
strengthening of Theorem A4 of [S], which is easily proved with the methods used 
there. (The analogous result for m = 4 is not known; this is the source of the 
dimension restriction.) We may now apply Theorem 5.2 of [15] to approximate 
h, by a diffeomorphism X’ that agrees with h, on a neighborhood of B: Note that 
h, is a diffeomorphism mod L, where L may be taken to be the (m - 1)-skeleton 
of (m - K); the d-approximation h’ of & may be chosen to agree with X, except 
on a preassigned neighborhood of L. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
If we are given a Cl atlas {(U, ,f,J} for M, we may replace it with a Cm atlas 
with no restriction on dimension. In this case the mapping I: O,,, + Z(O,+,) in 
the preceding proof is a C’ diffeomorphism. We may apply Corollary 4.5 of [14] 
(the relative version indicated in Exercise (a), p. 43) to approximate 1 with a Cm 
diffeomorphism I’ that agrees with I on O,,, - Int(N). The remainder of the 
proof is just as before. Furthermore, as is easily checked, the constructed Cm 
atlas ((U, , g,)) is c1 compatible with {(U, ,fJ}. Thus we have proved (cf. [14, 
Corollary 4.91): 
THEOREM 3. Let M be a C1 nonseparated manifold with maximal C1 atlas Gsl; 
then GY contains a Cm atlas Gsl’. 
4. SMOOTHING CONTINUOUS FLOWS 
We can now state and prove our main result. 
THEOREM 4. Let M be a Cm m-manifoZd with m < 3 and let 4 be a continuous 
flow on M whose nonwandering set consists of rest points. Then there is a Cm jlow 
4 on’M that is topologically equivalent o 4. 
Proof. Let i@ = M - Q(4) and let 4 = + 1~ . Then &i is an open subset of 
.M and 4 is completely unstable on i% Since m < 3, it is known that 4 is locally 
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trivial ([7], for m = 2; [19], for m = 3). Thus, a/+ is a nonseparated manifold 
of dimension m - 1 < 2. Theorems 1 and 2 above imply that there is a Cm 
structure on # with respect to which 4 is Cm. Since the Cm structure on a mani- 
fold of dimension m < 3 is unique up to diffeomorphism (by [15, Theorem 6.3]),l 
there is a Cm diffeomorphism, h say, of M with this Cm structure onto i@ with the 
original Cm structure (inherited from M); moreover h may be chosen to be 
within any given continuous 6: i@ -+ (0, co) of the identity. We may assume that 
S(X) tends to zero as x approaches any point of a(+), and hence that h extends 
to a homeomorphism fi of M onto itself, that fixes each point of Q(4). Now let 
x denote the flow on M defined by 
X(x, t) = h$(h-l(x), t) (x E M, t E W). 
Then x is Cm on ti (with respect to its original Cm structure), so its derivative, 
x’ = (d/dt)x, defines a Cm vector field on A?. Letf : M -+ [0, 11 be a C” function 
that is zero exactly on 9(+), such that all derivatives off vanish on Q(+), and 
the vector fieldf . x’ on ti extends to a Cm vector field on M that is zero exactly 
on Q(4), and whose induced flow # is topologically equivalent to + (under h). 
THEOREM 5. Let M be a topological 4-manifold and let 4 be a completely 
unstable, locally trivial, continuous$ow on M. Then there is a Cm structure on M 
with respect o which (b is Cm. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 above. 
THEOREM 6. Let M be a Cm manifold of arbitrary dimension and let + be a 
completely unstable Clflow on M. Then there is a Cmjlow on M that is topologically 
equivalent o $. 
Proof. Let g denote the given Cm structure on M. By [12, Theorem 31, 
a induces a Cl structure g on M/q% By Theorem 3 above, there is a Cm structure 
d on M/4 that is Cl compatible with g. By the lemma of Section 2 above, there 
is a Ca: structure CI on M, with 4 Cm with respect to I?, and a diffeomorphism d 
of (M, GZ) onto (M, g). Let # be the flow on M defined by 
#(x, t) = d$(d-l(x), t) (x E m, t E W). 
Then 1,4 is Cm with respect to a and d is a topological equivalence of $ and 4. 
1 Theorem 6.3 of [15] is stated only for 3-manifolds, but the theorem and proof are 
valid for all manifolds of dimension m < 3. 
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